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FIG. 2. Snapshots at t ! 500 days of the (a) SSH (m), (b) surface density anomaly (kg m"3), relative vorticity (s"1) at the (c)
surface and at (d) 800 m.
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that for the relative vorticity. This means that the de-
formation rates are statistically as large as the relative
vorticity and display the same contrasts between upper
and lower layers. The intermittency in the upper and
lower layers is evaluated by the vorticity kurtosis (!"4#/
!"2#2). Such a quantity should be close to 3 for Gaussian
statistics and has been observed to be 8 to 10 for baro-
tropic and geostrophic turbulence (McWilliams 1984,
1989). From our results, vorticity kurtosis is close to 40
near the surface but is only 6.9 at 600 m.

The probability density function (PDF) of the surface
relative vorticity (Fig. 4) exhibits a significant vortical
asymmetry: an exponential tail is observed for cyclonic
structures and a Gaussian one for anticyclonic struc-
tures. The vorticity skewness is close to 2. The SSH
statistics (not shown) display the opposite asymmetry
for negative and positive values. Explanations for such
vortical asymmetry (Snyder et al. 1991) make use of the
gradient wind balance that comes from the divergence
of the momentum equations (Hua et al. 1998; McWil-
liams 1985). This balance is

$!H ! %uh ! !Huh& ' f" (
1
#0

$H
2 p, %1&

where !H is the horizontal gradient operator, uh is the
horizontal velocity vector, p is the pressure, and )0 is
the reference density. The first term in (1) is related to
the advective centrifugal force, the second to the Co-
riolis force, and the last to the pressure gradient force
(McWilliams 1985). Within the QG framework, the first
term in (1) is equal to ("2 $ !*2

n ' *2
s#)/2 ( 1 /)0+

2
Hpa,

where pa is the ageostrophic pressure and is smaller
than the other terms. Hua (1994), within the QG frame-
work, demonstrates that the PDF of this term has a
strong asymmetry that resembles that of Fig. 4, whereas
the geostrophic pressure PDF is symmetric. Snyder et
al. (1991), using a small Rossby number approximation
for the primitive equations, show that this term sets up
the asymmetry in both the total pressure and the vor-

ticity fields. We have evaluated the magnitude of each
term in (1) at the surface. In our simulation, the cen-
trifugal term is almost one order of magnitude smaller
than the pressure term, except in filaments and some
strong small-scale vortices. So the surface flow is on
first order remarkably in geostrophic equilibrium, and
the vortical asymmetries are principally explained by
the asymmetry of the ageostrophic pressure term.

The velocity spectra exhibit significant differences
between the upper and lower layers. Near the surface,
a noticeable shallow (,k$2) spectrum slope is observed
over a large spectral band (see Fig. 5a), implying the
presence of energetic small scales there. This spectrum
has to be contrasted with the steeper velocity spectrum
(with a slope close to k$4; Fig. 5d) at 800 m, indicating
much less energetic small scales. At this depth, the ve-
locity spectrum compares well with the barotropic ve-

FIG. 4. PDF of surface vorticity (black curve) estimated in the
area concerned by the turbulent flow. Exponential law is shown
by the red curve and the Gaussian law (with std dev equal to the
observed) by the green curve. Abscissa units are vorticity values
normalized by f0.

FIG. 3. Vertical profile at t ( 500 days of (a) the kinetic energy (m2 s$2), (b) the RMS value of the relative
vorticity normalized by f0, and (c) the vertical velocity variance (m2 s$2). Depth is in m.
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Surface Quasi-Geostrophy

Small Ro(=U/fL) approximation of the dynamics in the presence 
of surface density anomalies
In the present regime of turbulence, you can verify that a good 
approximation of the horizontal streamfunction is given by:
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Imposing a mixed layer

FIG. 2. Snapshots at t ! 500 days of the (a) SSH (m), (b) surface density anomaly (kg m"3), relative vorticity (s"1) at the (c)
surface and at (d) 800 m.
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Fig. 1. Snapshots of the density field (a,b), of the relative vorticity field normalized by f
(c,d) and of the vertical velocity field (e,f) at 40m with no ML (a,c,e) and with (b,d,f) ML.
Vertical velocity in m/day.
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Fig. 2. Surface velocity spectrum estimated from the SSH using geostrophy (black curve),
from the surface velocity (red curve) without (a) and with (b) a ML. Units on the vertical
axis are in m3s−2. On the horizontal axis, kh = 10−4 rad/m corresponds to a wavelength of
60km. (c) and (d): spectral squared coherence between the geostrophic velocities and the
surface velocities without (c) and with (d) a ML.
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Horizontal motions: heuristic explanation

Diagnosis of vertical velocities in the upper ocean from high resolution

sea surface height
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[1] A surface Quasi-Geostrophy based (eSQG) method to
diagnose the vertical velocity field from Sea Surface Height
(SSH) is assessed using high resolution simulations. These
simulations concern a turbulent eddy field with large
Rossby numbers and energetic wind-driven motions.
Results indicate that low-frequency vertical velocities (and
also horizontal motions) can be reconstructed within a range
of scales between 20 km and 400 km from the surface down
to 500 m. The only information needed is a single high-
resolution SSH snapshot and information on the large-scale
vertical stratification. Inertial motions are naturally filtered
because they do not contaminate SSH as we demonstrate.
These results are encouraging and further strengthen
previous studies using the eSQG method. They indicate
that access to high resolution SSH may represent a major
advance to retrieve horizontal and vertical fluxes of any
tracer in the upper ocean. Citation: Klein, P., J. Isern-
Fontanet, G. Lapeyre, G. Roullet, E. Danioux, B. Chapron, S. Le
Gentil, and H. Sasaki (2009), Diagnosis of vertical velocities in
the upper ocean from high resolution sea surface height, Geophys.
Res. Lett., 36, L12603, doi:10.1029/2009GL038359.

1. Introduction

[2] Future space missions (using wide swath radar inter-
ferometer such as SWOT) aim to measure SSH at resolution
as high as 10 km [Fu and Ferrari, 2008]. Such data should
capture the surface signature of both mesoscale eddies
(O(100)km) and smaller structures with scales down to 10
km. Combined with recent theoretical results involving the
SQG framework [Lapeyre and Klein, 2006] (hereafter
LK06) and with some knowledge on the large-scale strat-
ification, high resolution SSH may in addition allow to
diagnose in the first 500 m the low-frequency (LF) motions,
including the vertical velocity field. As such this would be a
major advance compared with what allows the conventional
radar altimetry. Attempts to diagnose the horizontal oceanic
circulation, using LK06 results, from either the SSH or
surface density have been already achieved in previous
studies [Isern-Fontanet et al., 2006, 2008]. But these
studies involve small Rossby number (and therefore weak
submesoscales) and very weak wind-driven motions, which

corresponds to the assumptions which the LK06 diagnosis
method is based on.
[3] The present study proposes to further assess the LK06

method in a more realistic situation, involving in particular a
turbulent eddy field with large Rossby numbers (and
therefore significant LF vertical motions) and energetic
wind-driven near-inertial motions in the upper layers. For
that purpose, we make use of a high resolution (2 km)
simulation (described by Klein et al. [2008]) characterized
by the presence of an energetic turbulent eddy field (the
Rossby number is close to 0.3 near the surface) and of an
active mixed-layer (ML) forced by realistic high-frequency
winds [Klein et al., 2004]. The resulting vertical velocity
field in the first 500 m includes an energetic near-inertial
component and a component related to the mesoscale
turbulent eddy field. This simulation is used as a testbed
to further assess the LK06 method and in particular to reveal
whether the LF 3D circulation associated with the meso-
scale and submesoscale structures can be retrieved from
high resolution SSH. The next section briefly reviews the
LK06 diagnosis method. Section 3 presents the numerical
solutions used. Section 4 compares the diagnosed 3-D
oceanic circulation with the one observed with a focus on
the vertical velocity. Conclusions are offered in the last
section.

2. Method

[4] LK06 showed that, for baroclinic flows, potential
vorticity (PV) anomalies in the ocean interior are correlated
to the surface PV (or surface buoyancy) anomalies. Using
this property and the invertibility principle of PV [Hoskins
et al., 1985], they proposed a method to diagnose the 3D
dynamics in the upper ocean from either the SSH or the
surface buoyancy. This method, called the ‘‘effective’ SQG
(eSQG) method (since it is based on the SQG dynamics
[Held et al., 1995]), allows to get the geostrophic stream-
function (y) at any depth from the SSH (h), using

by k; zð Þ ¼ g

f
bh kð Þ exp N0

f
kz

! "
; ð1Þ

where cð:Þ stands for the horizontal Fourier transform, k =
(kx, ky) is the wavenumber vector and k = jkj its modulus.
f is the Coriolis frequency, g the gravity constant. N0 is
an ‘‘effective’’ Brunt-Väissälä frequency that takes into
account the contribution of the interior PV [see LK06;
Isern-Fontanet et al., 2008]. Then, horizontal motions and
relative vorticity (z) are diagnosed from geostrophy and
buoyancy (b) from hydrostaticity. Vertical motions (w) are
retrieved from the buoyancy equations (at the surface and at
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(Klein and Tréguier 1995). Since the spectral coherence between us and ug is close to one104

however, we do not favor these effects. Vertical mixing terms which are expected to be more105

significant in a ML remain. The following section confirms their importance.106

3. Impact of vertical mixing107

A vertical average of the linear momentum equations over the ML depth H (assumed108

constant over the whole domain) with the boundary conditions Av∂zu(z = 0) = τ/ρo and109

Av∂zu (z = −H) = 0 (Av is the viscosity) leads to:110

−fk × ue =

� 0

−H

− 1

ρo
∇p(x, y, z)dz/H +

τ

ρoH
, (2)111

with ue the horizontal current averaged over the ML and τ the wind stress. The pressure112

gradient ∇p is assumed to be determined by the mesoscale turbulent eddy dynamics. ML113

depth is related to vertical mixing and therefore to wind stress. (2) is thus forced by the114

eddy field through ∇p and the large-scale wind stress through τ . We assume that pressure115

can be estimated from SSH using modified SQG relations which account for the interior PV116

6

through an effective Brunt-Väisälä frequency Ne
1. In horizontal spectral space:117

�p(K, z) =
g

f
�η(K) exp(

KNe

f
z) , (3)118

where �(.) stands for the horizontal Fourier transform, K = (Kx, Ky) is the wavenumber119

vector. After Fourier transforming (2) and using (3), we obtain:120

�ue(Kx, Ky) = �ug(Kx, Ky, 0)
f

KNeH
[1− exp(

−KNeH

f
)] , (4)121

The wind stress does not explicitly appear in (4) since it is large-scale and only scales smaller122

than O(500km) are considered here. Vertical mixing indirectly affects horizontal motions123

via H. (3) suggests its impact is stronger for small scales than for large ones as smaller124

scales (large K) have smaller vertical extension (f/KNe � H) and are more efficiently125

damped. At last, the coherence between ue and us is that between ug and us since only126

the wavenumber modulus appears in (3).127

With ML , there is a remarkable resemblance between |�ue(K)|2 (blue curve on Fig. 4),128

which is estimated from (4) using |�ug(K, 0)|2 (black curve on Fig. 4), and the spectrum of129

the observed surface velocity |�us(K)|2 (red curve on Fig. 4). This verifies the impact of130

vertical mixing on horizontal motions with scales smaller than 100 km: steeper spectra and131

decreased variance. The coherence between ue and us is close to one as mentioned before.132

1
SQG relations are based on the PV inversion assuming zero PV in the interior and a non-zero surface PV

given by either the SSH or surface density anomalies (Held et al. 1995; Hakim et al. 2002). Modified SQG

relations are identical to original SQG relations except for the use of a constant Brunt-Väisälä frequency,

Ne, (that may differ from the observed one, N(z)) which effectively takes into account the contribution from

non-zero interior PV (see Lapeyre and Klein 2006, for the derivation). These modified SQG relations have

been used successfully in several studies (Isern-Fontanet et al. 2006; Klein et al. 2008; Isern-Fontanet et al.

2008; Klein et al. 2009; Lapeyre 2009)
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Recontruction of the vertical velocity

(4) thus provides an accurate estimate of us based on SSH, the ML depth and the effective133

Brunt-Väisälä frequency.134

This relative success prompted us to analytically investigate the effects of mixing on135

vertical motions. For that purpose, we use the simple analytical solution of Garrett and136

Loder (1981), which is obtained from the Omega equation forced by the mixing component137

of the Q vector assuming N ≈ 0 (see Giordani and Caniaux 2005; Nagai et al. 2006). This138

diabatic contribution to the w-field is proportional to the Laplacian of density ∆ρ (Garrett139

and Loder 1981):140

wm ≈ g

f 2ρo
Av∆ρ . (5)141

The wm-patterns thereby predicted are fully aligned with and astride surface density fronts142

(Nagai et al. 2006). The turbulent viscosity Av is here set to a typical ML value of143

3.10−2 m2 s−1. On Fig. 3b, the spectrum of wqg+wm is much closer to the w40-spectrum than144

wqg alone, in particular at small scales. The spectral coherence between wqg + wm and w40145

(Fig. 3d) is larger than 0.8 for wavelengths down to 8 km. There is only a narrow range of146

scales (60 km to 30 km wavelengths) where the spectral coherence decreases to 0.6. It seems147

therefore possible to extend down to small scales and significantly improve QG estimates of148

the vertical velocity field by including the vertical mixing contribution.149

We propose a physical explanation for why mixing decreases the variance of horizontal150

motions, increases that of vertical ones at small scale but leaves large scales nearly unaffected.151

Eq. (3) suggests that the strength of geostrophic motions decreases with depth and that the152

decay rates are larger at smaller horizontal scales. Vertical mixing thus smoothes the vertical153

profile and reduces (enhances) the amplitude of horizontal motions near the surface (at the154
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Garrett and Loder 1981

with and without ML (respectively Figs. 1 f-e) have a magnitude up to 50 m/day and are60

closely associated with density fronts (Figs. 1 b-a). Vertical motions with ML, that have61

filamentary structures astride density fronts (Fig. 1f), much differ from those without ML62

(Fig. 1e) that exhibit along front alternating signs.63

b. Horizontal and vertical currents in the upper ocean64

Model currents are first compared with those diagnosed from adiabatic QG. Within this65

framework, surface horizontal motions are estimated using the geostrophic approximation66

(i.e. ug = gf−1k ×∇η, with ug the surface velocity deduced from SSH (η), g the gravity67

constant and k the vertical unit vector). Vertical motions are diagnosed from the Omega68

equation (Hoskins et al. 1978; Pollard and Regier 1992; Rudnick 1996; Giordani and Caniaux69

2005; Nagai et al. 2006) forced by the kinematic deformation component of the Q vector70

N2∆w + f 2∂
2w

∂z2
= ∇ ·Qkd , (1)71

with Qkd = (∇uh)t · ∇ρ. N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, uh the non-divergent part of72

horizontal motions and ∇ the horizontal gradient operator.73

Departures from adiabatic QG are best understood in horizontal spectral space. With74

ML, the spectrum of surface horizontal motions us (red curve on Fig. 2b) is comparable to75

the ug-spectrum (black curve on Fig. 2b) for scales between 60 and 600 km with a slope close76

to K−2 with K the wavenumber modulus. For smaller scales however, the us-spectrum is77

steeper than the ug-spectrum which indicates a departure from geostrophy. The us energy78

level is about 20% smaller than that of the ug-spectrum for scales smaller than 100 km.79

The spectral coherence between us and ug (Fig. 2d) remains remarkably close to one down80
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Thermal
wind

...

Turbulent buoyancy forcing term
Generalized Omega equation
Giordani et al. 2005

SQG vertical velocity

(Klein et al. 2009)
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Vertical motions: physical space
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Conclusion

Vertical mixing was shown:
 - to decrease the magnitude of horizontal motions
 - increase the magnitude of small scale vertical motions

It is possible to account for the effect of vertical mixing on 
horizontal motions with a simple analytical model provided 
current at the surface is known and mixed layer depth

It is possible to reconstruct the vertical velocity field from 
3D density and horizontal currents the vertical velocity field 
as well as vertical mixing.

(4) thus provides an accurate estimate of us based on SSH, the ML depth and the effective133

Brunt-Väisälä frequency.134

This relative success prompted us to analytically investigate the effects of mixing on135
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diabatic contribution to the w-field is proportional to the Laplacian of density ∆ρ (Garrett139
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(Fig. 3d) is larger than 0.8 for wavelengths down to 8 km. There is only a narrow range of146

scales (60 km to 30 km wavelengths) where the spectral coherence decreases to 0.6. It seems147

therefore possible to extend down to small scales and significantly improve QG estimates of148

the vertical velocity field by including the vertical mixing contribution.149

We propose a physical explanation for why mixing decreases the variance of horizontal150

motions, increases that of vertical ones at small scale but leaves large scales nearly unaffected.151

Eq. (3) suggests that the strength of geostrophic motions decreases with depth and that the152

decay rates are larger at smaller horizontal scales. Vertical mixing thus smoothes the vertical153

profile and reduces (enhances) the amplitude of horizontal motions near the surface (at the154
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through an effective Brunt-Väisälä frequency Ne
1. In horizontal spectral space:117
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�η(K) exp(
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where �(.) stands for the horizontal Fourier transform, K = (Kx, Ky) is the wavenumber119

vector. After Fourier transforming (2) and using (3), we obtain:120

�ue(Kx, Ky) = �ug(Kx, Ky, 0)
f

KNeH
[1− exp(

−KNeH

f
)] , (4)121

The wind stress does not explicitly appear in (4) since it is large-scale and only scales smaller122

than O(500km) are considered here. Vertical mixing indirectly affects horizontal motions123

via H. (3) suggests its impact is stronger for small scales than for large ones as smaller124

scales (large K) have smaller vertical extension (f/KNe � H) and are more efficiently125

damped. At last, the coherence between ue and us is that between ug and us since only126

the wavenumber modulus appears in (3).127

With ML , there is a remarkable resemblance between |�ue(K)|2 (blue curve on Fig. 4),128

which is estimated from (4) using |�ug(K, 0)|2 (black curve on Fig. 4), and the spectrum of129

the observed surface velocity |�us(K)|2 (red curve on Fig. 4). This verifies the impact of130

vertical mixing on horizontal motions with scales smaller than 100 km: steeper spectra and131

decreased variance. The coherence between ue and us is close to one as mentioned before.132

1
SQG relations are based on the PV inversion assuming zero PV in the interior and a non-zero surface PV

given by either the SSH or surface density anomalies (Held et al. 1995; Hakim et al. 2002). Modified SQG

relations are identical to original SQG relations except for the use of a constant Brunt-Väisälä frequency,

Ne, (that may differ from the observed one, N(z)) which effectively takes into account the contribution from

non-zero interior PV (see Lapeyre and Klein 2006, for the derivation). These modified SQG relations have

been used successfully in several studies (Isern-Fontanet et al. 2006; Klein et al. 2008; Isern-Fontanet et al.

2008; Klein et al. 2009; Lapeyre 2009)
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